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COMMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
.... Brue3el~ ........ , . 10 Juno .tn6 
Director-General for 
External Relations 
Your Excellency, 
'· l 
J 
' 
.4 
; 
; 
' I 
I 
I 
. 
' 
' ! 
Comnl·~,ii,9n of tho nec;oti ntions for the conclusion of Prot<"'J.}o 1 s behreen 
~· 
the Communit;y and Portu~l ) 
The Comm\mity dele~~tion and the Portuguese Delegation, meeting in Brussela 
I 
for the negotiation of the Additional Protocol to the j.g-recment be·tween tho 
European Economic Community and Portugal and the Fina~cial Protocol, 
I 
recorded at their meeting of 9 June 1976 their agreefent on the texts 
indicated below, which will be submi ttod for appro~·l ·to tho rale'\r-a.nt 
authorities of the two delegationsz 
Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Por·tuguese Republio; 
Financial Protocol between the European Eoonomio Community and the 
Portuguese R,.,p,tbl ic. 
I have the honour to enclose the texts in French. The tox·~o of tho 
dooumen~a in the other languages will be adopted after revision b.1 
legal/linguietio experts • 
Hia Exoellenoy Mr Antonio de Siquo:Lra Freire 
lload of the Portugu.eso Mission 
·p-,~:·i~i~:n·l ~d~;~~-~ R;,~-d~ ,~-·Lo.i 2·oo. ·a:·l04.0 a.~·.~-:;,-;:--r;i;;h;;,~;3'5"oo:i0.'~-8o"io -:Tel;·;,~~~;;~- ·.;dd:;;·~:-. C-oME UR· Brus~~is'. ~ 
Telt~: oCOMEURBRU 21877• 
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I should be grateful if you would confirm your agreement with the 
contents of this letter. 
I a lao enclooe the text of an exchange of letters rel'ating to the 
minutoa of the negotiations, to be signed at the same time aa the 
Pro-tocols. 
Please accept, Your Excellency, the a~auranoe of ~ highest consideration. 
Roland de Ke:rgorl~ 
Head of the Community delegation 
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PORTUGUESE MISSION 
TO THE WROPEA.N COMMUNITIES 
BRUSSELS 
Sir, 
Bruaaela, 10 June 1976 
I have the honour to aoknowledge'reoaipt of your letter of 10 June 1976 
worded as follows& 
"Your Excellency, 
pompletion o,f the nego'tio.tion.s for the ,oonclus_iop of Protocols b,£t'14Nm 
the Community and Portut~a.l, 
The Oornrnunity delegation and the Portuguese Delegation, meeting in B'ruHBols 
for the negotiation of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and Portugal and the Financial Protocol, recorded 
at their meeting of 9 June 1976 their agreement on the texte indicated below, 
which will be submitted for approval to the relevant authorities of the two 
delegations& 
Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Portuguese Republiof 
Financial Protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Portuguese Republic. 
I have the honour to enclose the terls in French. The terls of the docUJilents 
in the other languages will be adopted after revision by lepl/linguiatio 
experts • 
I should be grateful if you would confirm your agreement with the contents of 
this letter. "• 
Mr Roland de I<ergorla_y 
Head of the CoDIIlluni ty delegation 
'' I
PORTUGUESE ~ITSSION 
TO THE WROPEAN COMMUNITlES 
liRUSSELS 
I have the honour to inform you that I am in agreement with the 
contents of this letter. 
Please aooept, Sir, the aseurance of my highest consideration. 
H.E. Ant6nio de Siqueira Freire 
Head of the Portuguese Delegation 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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I/184/76-E 
Exchange of letters relating to the minutes of the negotiations between 
the European Economic Community and the Portuguese Republio 
Letter No 1 
Sir, 
At the time of the negotiations between the Community a.nd Portugal for 
the conclusion of an Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the 
European Eoonomio Community and the Portugueae Republic and a Finance 
Protocol, it was agreed between the two delegations to wri to into ·the 
minutes of the negotiations the following clarifications made qy tho two 
aidess 
(i) The Community confirms that it reserves the right to refer the matter 
to the Joint Committee and possibly to invoke the safe~~d clause in· 
respect of sootoral or regional difficulties in the evont of 
disturbances in the paper and paperboard sector resulting from 
divergent trends of the prices of pulp and paper, or tTom a 
disproportion in deliveries of these two categories ot products. 
Th9 Community draws the attention of the Portuguese Delegation t.o the 
difficulties affecting tho Community paper industry and in pnrticular 
the newsprint sec·tor. Accordingly the Community, while respecting 
the special arran~emento for duty-free quotas provided for in the paper 
sector, will have recourse to the most appropriate means specified b,y 
the Agreement in order to prevent a~ disturbance on the Community 
market (partioula:rq aa regarda ;prices) whioh might aggravate the 
eituation • 
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aa large a portloll ~s possible, having regard to the I verall 
commitments of the EIB, of the 50 million EUA not combined 
with an inl;ereot rate subsidy.· 
I should bo gra.toful if you would confirm 
with the contents of this letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
is in ag.reemcnt 
llead ot.~ the Community Dcll'!ga.tion 
.. 
Letter No 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
worded as followa' 
"At the time of th(:l Mgotiations betwoon the Community and Portu~-al for 
the oonoluaion of rw Additi.onal Protocol to the Ae;reement between tho 
European Economi o Community and the Portuguooe Republic and a FiMnc inl 
Protocol, it was agroed between the two delegations to writo into tho 
minutes of the nogotiations the following ola.rifications made by tho 
two sidesa 
(i) r.t,he Community confirms tha.t it rer.~t':lrvea the right to refer thll 
matter to the Joint CommUteo and poeaibl~r ·to invoke tho safegout.\l'd 
cla.uue in :roapco·l; of seotoral or t•egiona.l difficulties in the ~:went 
of diaturll<lnceo in the paper and pnperboa.rd aeotor reoulting from 
divergent ·trends of the prices of pulp and paper, or from a 
diapropor t -ion in deliveries of those two ca togori ea of produc tn. 
The Commu.ni iy urawa the attention of the Portuguoae Dnleg~Lion to the 
difficul tioa affooting the CommunHy paper induo:try and in pn.r·~iculru· 
the newoprint sector. Accordingly the Communit.v, whiJ e rc:r<p('ol;ing 
the speci.fd arrangements for du.ty-f'ree quotas provided fot' in ;he 
paper aec·tor, trill have reoourae to the moat appropriate manns 
specified by the Agreement in order ·to prevent aey disturbance 
on the Cornm1JJ1ity ID&.rket (pa.rtioula..rl.;r as rego.rds prioea) which mig-ht 
aggravn."te the ai tuation. 
(ii) The Community no·tea the obaerva.tionn mnde dUl•ing the negotiationo by 
the Por·tuguese Dolega"tion oonoerning the importance to the 
Portuguese economy of exports of textile produota to the Commw1i ty {' 
markets. 
( 
.. 
.· 
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The Community also draws the attention of the Portuguese Deleptiun 
to the difficulties at present confronting the Community .textile 
industry. 
However, particular~ as regards ths products fa.o which l.rtu~l 
will take the necessar.y measures so that its exports to ~he 
United Kingdom do not exceed a certain level, the Commun~ty confirms 
its intention of avoiding as far as possible the adoption of 
measures like~ to aggravate the difficulties referred_t~ qy the 
Portuguese Delegation. \ 
Moreover, for 1976, the Community states that it is willi~g to 
hold consultations immediately,with Portugal'before imposrng 
third country duties pursuant to Article 2(1} of Protocol No 1 
to the Agreement between the Communi t7 and·· Portugal. . 
{iii) As regards the application of Article 6 of the Additional Protocol 
and the exchange of letters re~ating thereto, the Portugu se 
Delegation stated that goods which have alre~ left the actory 
for Portugal at the time of notification will not be affe tnd b.Y 
I 
the new measures for a period o.f thirty do.ys from the dat of 
publication of those measurea in Portugal's official jour al. 
The Portuguese Delegation also stated that the third coun ries 
referred to in the exchange of letters include the EP'I'A oquntJ•ieo. 
I 
(iv) The Community delegation took due note of the wish expres~ed by 
the Portuguese Delegation that as large a portion as poae~ble of th•l 
amounts of financial aid be available in the initial year• of 
application of the Financial Protocol. . ! 
In order to mee~ this wish, an. effort will be made to mak awilable 
to Portugal in the initial years of application of the Fi oial 
Protocol as large a portion as poaaible, having regard to lthe overall 
commitments of the EIB, of the 50 million EUA not combined with an 
interest rate aubsi~. 
I should be grateful it ,fOU would confirm that 70u:r Delep.tion a in agroli\Aif'ln·~. 
with the contents or thi• letter. 
-3- I/184/76-E 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration."• 
I have the honour to confirm that my Delegation is in agreement with 
the contents of this lettgr. 
Please accept, Sir, the aasura.noe of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Portuguese Delegation 
.. 
' t/184/7~ 
RF.CO~T.DATION FOR A COUNCIL DECISION 
authorizing the Commission to open negotiations with Portugal 
for the conclusion or an interim agreement 
THE COUNCIL OF THE &'UROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establ~shing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the Commission, 
Whereas the n~cotiations for the conclusion of an Additional Protocol 
between the European Economic Community and Portugal have been comple·ted; 
Whereas, pending the entr.y into force of that Protocol, certain provisions 
relating to trade in goods should be implemented as soon aa possible 
following signature of the Protocol, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Sole Article 
The Corrunisoion .is hereby authorized to open negotiations for the c<>n<~lusion 
of an interim agreement relating to trade in goods between the Europ~~n 
Economic Community and Portugal, in accordance with the directives an~excd 
hereto. 
The Commission shall conduct the negotiations in consultation with the 
Special Committee provided for in Article 113 of the Treaty. 
Done at 
II 
For the Cowtcil 
The President 
,' 
... 
.. , 
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Brussola, 10 June 1976 
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
... 
TO THE AO f?ERMENT BETWEFJN' THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOTHC CO'I<i'MUNITY AND THE 
R:>RTUGUF..sE REFUJ3LIC 
-.--.... 4· 
HIS J.tAJESTY TUE KrnG OF THE BEiniANS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEF.N OF DENMARK, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE F'E'DERAL REPU13IJI0 OF GERMANY, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRF.NOH REPUBLIC, 
THE PRESIDENT OF IRELAND, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF WXF:.mouRG, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEIV OF Tire UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, 
and 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FORTUGUI!m: REPUBLIC, 
" I 
or ~he one part, and 
of, the other pnrt, 
WISHING to demonstrate their common deairG to widen and stren~th~n thoir 
links on the basis or the Acreement between the European Eoonomio Community 
and the Portuguese Republic and thus to promote a closer relationship . 
baiwnen Portugal and the Community, 
1: 
RESOLvmD to establish wide-ranging cooperation which will contribute to 
Portugal's eoonomio and eooial development, 
HAVE D~CIDED to oonolude this Agreement and to thie end have deoignatod 
as their plenipotenti&rieoa 
.. 
·----·-- ~ -·--·--·-· ·-------- ------- .. -~ 
'!,I '!'I.E I 
TRJIDE liTEI\3UJ7E3 
Article 1 
The provisions of the Agreement between the fu.ropean Economic Community and the 
Portuguese Republic signed on 2:? July 1972, hereinafter called the "Acreement", 
shall be supplemented as follows: 
Article 2 
By w~ of derogation from Article 3 of the Agreement, products falling within 
Chapters 25 to 99 of the Brussels Nomenclature - excluding the products covered 
by Annex I, b,y Section A of Protocol No 1 and by Table I of Protocol No 2 to the 
A[jrcement - and originating in Portugal, shall be imported intCI ·the Community free 
of customs duties. 
The volumes for 1976 of the ceilings to which imports into the Pommuni ty of tho 
'' 
products lis·ted below, originatitlg in Portugal, are subject pur~uant to Article 2 
of Protocol No 1 to ·the Agreement, shall be e.s follows 1 
Common Customs 
T~riff heading 
no 
59·04 
60.05 
61.01 
61.02 
61.03 
61 .04 
Description 
Articles of natural cork 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabrieo of man-made fibres 
(diaoon·tinuous or wa.ate) 
Twine, oordaee, ropes and. cables, 
pla.i ted o:r not 
Outer ca.rment~.and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elaotio 
nor rubberized 
J.1en 'a and boys' ou·ter ga.rmento 
,, 
Women's, girls' and infants• outer 
garments 
M1en'o and boys' oute~ garmcntQ no}udinG' ooll~re, ohirt rron-cL and 
cuffs 
Women'n., girls' a.nd infanta• under ll&rmm.., 111 .. 
Amount of ceilinc; 
in metric tona 
11 473 
9 ·n1 
2 767 
9 782 
843 
1 057 
323 
1 224 
103 
Article! 4 
1. Forth~ following products, originating in Port~al, tho Communit~ aa 
origianl~ constitutcd,and Ireland shall open, for the period from 
1 January 1976 to 31 December 1983, annual sero-duty tariff quotas 
for the volumes indicated: 
Common Customs 
Tariff heading Description Volumes 
No . 
48.01 Paper and paperboard 
(including cellulose 
wadding), machine-
made, in rolls or 
sheeh: 
~· 
o. Kraft paper and 
kraft board: 
ex II. Other: 
-Kraft paper and 
kraft board for 
wrapping, kno'tl.n 
a.s "kr&.ft liner" 42 000 t 
E. Other 1 500 t 
,, 
2. If the Protocol does not enter into force a.t tho beGinning of the 
calendar year, the quota.e referred to in paragraph 1 shall be opened 
:pro tat9• 
1: 
'I 
.. 
• 
...... -·~ --- - ... ~- . ~- -~--~ --~- - - ---· -- ·--··-· -----.. ~ ~ _ .._.. ........... . 
-------. - . ~- ---- -·- - ··- - ·---
3. Article 1(4) of Protocol No 1 to the Ar.reement and Annex A to that 
Protocol shall be roplaoed by the followi~g provisiono. 
For the products listed below, ori~nating in Portugal, Denmark and ·tho 
United Kifladom mq open, for the period from 1 Janua.ey 1976 to 
31 December 19831 annual zero-duty tariff quotas up to the volumes 
indicated: 
Conunon ou.stoms Description VolUJDea Tariff heading 
No Denmark United Kinedom 
1-
48.01 Paper and paperboard 
(includine cellulose 
waddint;), machine-made, 
in rolla or ahcots: . 
... 
o. Kraft paper and 
kraft board: ~ 000 t 
ex II. Other: 
- Kraft paper and 
kraft board for 
\'ll'nppin~, known 
as "kraft liner" 
" 
'' 
15 000 t 
' 
E. Other 
48.05 Paper and paperboard, 
corrugated (with or 
, 
wi thou·t flat· ourface 
sheoto), oreped, crinkled, 
embossed or perforated, in 
rolls or sheets 1 
B. Other 
-
49.03 Children's picture books and 1-
painting books 70 t 35 t 
49·05 Mapa and hydrographic and 
similar charts of all kinds, 
including atlases, wall maps 
and topographical plans, 
printed; .. 
A. Printed globes 
( terres"'rrrl or 
oelesU-.1 
.. ··-· ........ - ·" 
Common Customs 
Tariff Heading No 
-4-
Description 
Unused postage, revenue and oimilar stamps 
of current or new issue in the country to 
wl. ich they are de ot ined; otam:p-impre ssed 
paper; banlalotes, stock, share and bond 
certificates and similar documents of 
title; cheque booksz 
A. Postage, revenue and similar 
stamps 
c. other 
II. other 
Transfers (Decalcomanias) ·· 
Picture postcards, Christmas and other 
picture greeting cards, printed by ~ 
process, with or without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or 
paperboard, including calendar blocks 
other printed matter, including printed 
pictures and photoar~phsa 
B. Other 
Vo lt:mcn 
- -
4 • From 1 January 1977 the volumes indicated in the tables in paragraphs 1 llJ'ld 3 
shall be increased annual~ ~ S~ 
.. 
__ .._. _ ..... -------···--- ••wn• - ---··---· ----- ;;s--;;··------
• 
• 
Article 5 
~ w~ of derogation from Article 3 of the Agreement and Article 4 of 
Protocol No 1 thereto,the customs duties on imports into Portugal of 
the products listed in Annex 1, originating in the Community, shall be 
progressively abolished in accordance with the following rates and 
timetable a 
Timetable Rate of reduction 
1 July 1977 " 70 
1 January 1980 70 
1983 
,. 80 1 Janua.ry ,, 
1 January' 1985 100 
r• 
Article 6 
~ w~ of derogation from Articles 3 and 5 of the Agreement and Article 4 
of Protocol N~ 1 thereto, Portugal m11, for the products listed in Annex II, 
originating in the Community, apply •.customs duty not exceeding 2~ 
ad va,lorcm; ·the customs duties thus introduced on imports from the Community 
" 
·shall be progressiVe~ abolished in acCOrdance with the tollOWing rates and 
timetable a 
Timeiable Rate ot reduction 
1 July 1977 10 
1 January 1980 
" 
30 
1 Januarr 1983 60 
1 Janu&ey' 1985 100 
,, 
rl 
·, 
' 
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Article 1 
D,y w~ of derogation from Article 6(1) of Protocol No 1 to the Agreement and on 
the basis of a reasoned request from Portugal, the Joint Committee may 
authorize Portugal to take the measures specified in the said Article beyond 
the limit of 1Q% of the total value of Portuguese imports in 1970 from the 
Community as originally oonsti tuted and from Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom. 
···-·-- ------- -------
--~-,_----·- -----·--.. ~·· -~----~-----·- ... 
• 
• 
Article 5 
~ Waf of derogation from Article 3 of the Agreement and Article 4 of 
Protocol No 1 thereto,the customs duties on imports into Portugal of 
the products listed in Annex 1, originating in the Community-, shall be 
progressive~ abolished in accordance with the following rates and 
timetables 
Timetable Rate of reduction 
1 July 1977 " 70 
1 January- 1980 70 
1983 
,, 80 1 January 
1 January 1985 100 
r• 
Article 6 
~ w~ of derogation from Articles 3 and 5 of the Agreement and Article 4 
of Protocol N~ 1 thereto, Portugal ma1, for the products listed in Annex II, 
originating in the Community-, apply •.customs duty not exceeding 2~ 
ad va1orcm; ·the customs duties thus introduced on imports from the Community 
II 
shall be progresaive11 abolished in accordance with the following rates and 
timetables 
Time·~ able Rate ot reduction 
1 Julr 1977 10 
1 Janua:ey 1980 ., 30 
1 Janua:ey 1983 60 
1 J&nUIZ1' 1985 100 
·~: 
I, 
" 
·, 
.. 
' 
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Article 7 
D,y w~ of derogation from Article 6(1) of Protocol No 1 to the Agreement and on 
the basis of a reasoned request from Portugal, the Joint Committee m~ 
authorize Portugal to take the measures specified in the said Article beyond 
the limit of 1Q% of the total value ot Portuguese imports in 1970 from the 
Community as originally oonsti tuted and from Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom. 
.. 
.. 
... 
-7-
B. A~icultural products 
-------~-----
Article 8 
Duties on imports into the Community of the products listed below and originatinG in 
Portugal shall be reduced in the proportions indicated for each of them, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 6 of Protocol No 8 to the 
Agreement: 
Common Customs 
Tariff Heading No 
16.04 
16.05 
20.01 
20.02 
Description 
Prepared or preserved fish, including 
caviar and caviar substitutes: 
,. 
A. Caviar and caviar substitutes 
B. Salmonidae 
c. Herrings 
ex F. Bonito (~a sp. p.), mackerel 
and anchovies: 
- Bonito (Sarda sp. P•) and mackerel • 
a. other 
Crustaceans ~ molluscs, prepared or 
preserved 
Vecetables and fruit, prepared· or 
pr.served by vinegar, or acetic acid, with 
or without sugar, whether or not containing 
salt, spices or mustard: 
ex B. Other: , 
- Cuoumbers and sweet peppers 
- Cauliflowers. 
Vegetables preP&red or preserved otherwise 
than by vine~ or acetic acidz 
ex H. Other, including mixtures: 
- Sweet peppers 
Ra.te of 
reduction 
100% 
100~ 
100~ 
50% 
'100~ 
100~ 
- 8-
Article 2 
Article 4 of Protocol No 8 to the Acreement shall be replaced by the followinG 
provisions. 
Duties on imports into the Commtmity of the products listed below and vriGinating 
in Portugal shall be reduced in the proportions and within the limits of the 
tariff quota indicated for each of them, in accordance with the conditions laid 
down in Article 6 of Protocol No 8 to the Acreement. 
Common Customs 
Tariff Heading No 
22.05 
Description 
rline of fresh t;rapes; gr-ape must with 
fermentation arrested by the addition 
·of alcohol: 
· c. Other: 
III. Of an actual alcoholic strength 
exceeding 15° but not exceeding 
18°, in containers holding: 
(a) 2 litres or less: 
ux 1. Port, Madeira., sherry, 
Tokay (As7.u and Szamorodni) 
1 
and Setubal muscatel : 
- Port 
- Madeira 
- Set ubal muscatel 
(b) More than 2 litres: 
ex 1. Port, V~deira, sherry 
and Setubal muscatel1: 
- Port 
- Madeira 
- Setubal muscatel 
Rate of 
reduction 
60% (a) 
60% (b) 
60% (c) 
50~· (d) 
50% (e) 
50% (f) I ·------------~~---------------------------~--------~ 
Common CuGtomo Description Rate of Tar iff lJeadine No reductio1 
22.05 (continued) c. IV • Of an actual alcoholic strength 
exceeding 18 ° but not exceeding 
22°, in containers boldine: 
(a) 2 litrea or leas: 
ex 1. Port, Madeira, sherry, 
Tokey (Aszu and . 
Sza:morodni) and Setubal 
muscate11: 
-Port 60% (a) 
- Madeira GO~ (b) 
- Setubal muscatel 60~ (c) 
(b) More than 2 litres: 
ex 1. Port, 'Madeira, sherry 
1 
and Setubal muscatel s 
-Port 50% (d) 
- Madeira 501o (e) 
- Setubal muscatel 50% (f) 
1Entr,y under this subheading is subject to conditions to conditions to be determined 
by the competent authorities. 
(a) Within a total annual tariff quota of 35 000 hl for products falling within 
these two subheadings. 
(b) Within a total annual tariff quota of 1 500 hl for products falling within 
these two subheadings. ' 
(c) Within a total annual tariff quota of 1 000 hl for products falling within 
these two subheadings. 
(d) Within a total annual tariff quota of 280 000 hl for products fallin8' within 
these two subheadinas• 
(e) Within a total annual tariff quota of 14 500 hl for products falling within 
thea! two subheadines. , 
(f) Within a total annual tariff quota of 2 OOo hl for products falling witlli.n 
these two subheadings. 
- IV-
TITLR II 
COOPERATION IN T}fE SOC&AL FIELD 
A. Cooperation in the field of labour ---------~--------
. ! Art iole 10 
. ' 
1. The treatment accorded by ea.ch Member State to workere of Portuguese 
• \ nationality employed in its territor, shall not involve any discrimination 
based on nationality, as regards working conditions or remuneration, in 
relation to ita own nationals. 
' 
' ! 
' 
~~ 
~-
;., 
i 
. i 
'· ~· 
r 
·~ . ! l 
~\ 
2. Portugal shall accord the same treatment to workers that are nationals of 
a Member State and employed in its territor,. 
Article 11 
1. Subject to the provisions of the following paragraphs, workers of 
Port,~ese nationality and ~ members of their families livin~ with them 
shall enjoy, in the field of social security, treatment involving no 
discrimination based on na.tionalits in relation to nationals of the 
Member States in which they are employed. 
2. All periods of insurance, employment or residence completed by such 
workers in the various Jtember States shall· be added together for the purpooe 
of pensions and annuities in respect of old age, death and invalidity, and also 
for that of medical care for the workers ~~d for members of their families 
resident in the Community. 
3· The workers in question shall receive family allowances for members of 
their families who are resident in the Community. 
4• The workero in question shall be able tp transfer freely to Portugal, 
at the rates applied by virtue of the law of the debtor Member State or 
States, a~ pensions or annuities in respect of old age, death, industrial 
aocident or occupational disease, or of invalidit7 resulting from industrial 
accident or occupational disease. 
,1 
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Ar-t.icl.c 1~ 
Portugal shall accord to workers that are nationals of a Member State and 
employed in its territory, and to the members of their families, treatment 
similar to that specified in Article 11(1) and (4). 
Article 13 
1. Before the end of the firot year after entr,y into force of the Protocol, 
the Joint Committee shall adopt provisions to implement the·principles set out in 
Articles 11 and 12. 
2. The Joint Committee shall adopt the detailed rules for administrative cooperation 
., 
providing the management and control guaran·tees necessary for the application of 
paragraph 1 of this Article. 
Article 14, 
The provioiona adopted by the Joint Committee in accordance with Articel 13 nhall 
not affect a.ny rights or obligations arising from bilateral agreements linking 
Portugal and the 1·iember States where, those agreements provide for more favourable 
treatment of Portuguese or Member State nationals. 
TITLE III 
INDUSTRIAL, TECHNOLOGICAL AND FHTARCIAL COOPERATION 
Article 15 
The Community and Portugal shall institute cooperation with the aim of 
contributing to the economic and social development of Portucal and of 
strengtheninff exioting links for the mutual benefit of tho Parties. 
Cooperation shall range as wide~ as possible over the industrial, technical, 
technological and financial fields. 
t: ,: 
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Article 16 
The aim of industrial and technological cooperation shall be, within the limits 
of the opportunities open to the CoJriJDUllity, particularly those specified by 
the Finano.ial Protocol, to promo·~e measur~a likely to contribute to the 
development of Portugal's economr• 
Article 17 
The Community shall participate in the financing of measure& to promote the 
development of Portugal under the conditions laid down in the Protocol relatinc 
to financial cooperation • 
TITLE IV 
GENERAL AliD FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 18 
Article 33(1) of the Agreement shall be replaced by the following provisions. 
The Joint Committee shall be composed of re:Ji>resentatives of the Community and 
its Member States on the one hand, and of ~·presentative& ot Portugal on the 
other. 
Article 19 
From the beginning of 1979, the Contracting Parties shall examine, in accordance 
with the procedure adopted for negotiating the Agreement, the results of the 
Agreement and any improvements which could be made by either side as from 
1 January 1980, on the basis of tho experience gained during the functioning of 
the Agreement and of the objectives nefined 1 ~herein. 
· Al"ticlo 20 
1. Thio Protocol shall form an integral part of the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Portuguese Republic. 
2. Annexes I and II shall form an inte~al part of this Protocol. 
- '13 -
ArticJc 21 
This Protocol is dra~m up in duplicate in the Dnnish, Dutch, English, French, 
German, Italian and Portuguese languages, each of these texts being equal~ 
authentic. 
Article 22 
1. This Protocol shall be subject to ratification, accepta~ce or approval 
in accordance with the Contracting Parties' own procedures; the Contractinc 
Parties shall notify each other that the procedures necessar,y to thio end have 
been completedo 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on tho firot day of the second month 
following the date on which the notifications p~9vided for in paragraph 1 have 
been given. 
• 
' 
' • 
' 
• 
ANliEXES 
I 
··~ 
•', 
Portuguese 
CuGtomo Tariff 
heading No 
28.54 
05 
32.12 
32.13.02 
Annex I 
Prod~cts referred to in Article 5 
Description 
H,ydror,en peroxide (including solid hydrogen 
peroxide) 
Varnishes 
Propc.red water pif.111ento of the kind used for 
fini::;hing leather; . paints and··enamels; · 
pi(1nents irt Hnsecd oil, white spirit, opiri ts of 
turpentine, varnish or other paint or ena~el 
media; stamping foils; dyes or other colouring 
matter in forms or packings of a kin~ sold by 
retail: 
- Not specified 
Glazier::;' putty; grafting putty; painters' 
filljn~s; non-refractory ourfa.cing preparations; 
1 s·toppin:;, oea.linr: and similar ma.otics, including 
reoin mastics and cements 
~lriting ink, printing ink a.nd other inks: 
- Not specified 
l 
• l 
l 
! 
• j 
• i 
Portueucse 
Cuotoms 
Tariff 
heading No 
35.06 
01 
02 
39.01 
02 
40.11.02 
Description 
Pre~~red glues not cloewhere specified or included; 
products suitable for use as glues put up for sale 
by ret~il as glues in pac~~es not exceeding a net 
weight of 1 kg: 
Put up for s~le by retail in pack3ges not exceeding 
a net weight of 1 kg 
Not specified . 
Blue-print p~per 
,, 
Cond'3ns:J.tion, polycondensnt'ion and polyaddition 
products, whether or 11ot modified Or polymerised, 
nnd whether or not linear (for example, phenoplnsts, 
ominopl;:~sts, nlk3ds, polyallyl esters, and other 
unsnturnted polyesters, silicones): 
- Artifici~l resins: 
- Not specified. 
Articles of m~terinls of the kinds described in 
hondings Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
- Articles not specified, printed or not 
Rubber tyres, tyre cases, intorchnngc~ble tyro 
trends, inner tubes A.nd tyre flaps, for wheels or 
nll kinds: 
-Up to 5 kg 
03 - More than 5 kg, but not :more than 20 kg 
42.02. 
03 
Cignr n.nd cigarette oa.sea,·· ma.toh-holdera, tobacco 
pouches Md purses ;_ 
Wallets; ladies' handbags 
,, 
' 
Portuguese 
Customs 
Tariff 
hcndinz No 
48.11 
48.13.01 
02 
48.15.10 
53.05.03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
56.01 
-3-
Description 
Wallpaper and linorusta; window transparencies of paper 
Carbon and similar paper 
Duplicator stencils and the like 
Toilet paper 
Wool and fine. ani~l"'hair, other than rabbit or hare hair, 
combed I 
In the form of slubb~ngsa 
undyed 
Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs'• wool or of fine animal 
hair I 
Weighing up to 200 grams per square metre 
,, 
Weighing more than 200 but not more than 350 grams per 
square metre 
Weighing more than 350 but not more than 450 grams per 
square metre 
Weighing more than 450 grams per square metre 
Man-made f~br~s (discontinuous), not carded, combed 
or otherwiae prepare~ for aptnn~a 
03 Artificial texUle fi.'bna 
, 
.. 
1 
.! 
. ,
' 
• I 
. ' 
' 
i 
'• 
Portuguese 
Customs Tariff 
heading No 
-4-
Description 
Yarn of m5-11-ma.de fibres (discontinuous or 
wa~te), not put up for retail sale: 
01 Effect yarns 
68.04 
70.21 
71.16 
05 
02 
01 
~·Ioven pile fabrics and· chenille fabrics 
(other than terry towelling or oimilar terr;r 
fabrics of cotton falling within heading 
No 55.08 and fabrics falling within heading 
lio 58.05) 
or other fibres: 
Dyed 
Millo·~oneo, r,rindstoneEi, grinding tiheele and 
the like (including r,r~nding, ~harpening, 
poli::;hine, trueine and ·cutting tiheels, heads, 
discs and points), of natural stone 
(ag~lomcrated or not),nof agglomerated natural 
or ar·tifioial abrasives, or of pottery, with 
or without corea, shanks, sockets, axles and 
the like of other ma·Lcrials, hut without 
frameworks; oegments and other finished parts 
of such stones and wheels, of natural atone 
(agglomerated or not), of agglomerated natural 
or artificial abrasive~, or of pottery: 
For other purposes: 
or artificial materials 
Other articles of glass: 
'' Of coloured, matt, en~aved, irisated, out, 
marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or 
of moulded glass with hollows or protruding 
parts ,, ; 
. 
Silver, including silv~r gilt and plati~um­
plated silver, unwrougJlt or semi-manufactured: 
02 Beaten or rolled, and in the form of wire 
06 
Imitation jewellery: r; 
Watch straps of base metal or base metal 
alloys: 
Imitation jewellery, not specified 
• 
Portue;uese 
Customs Tariff 
heading No 
03 
73.24.01 
73-37 
02 
76.02 
- 5-
Description 
Iron or steel w~re, whether or not coated, 
but no~ insulat~d 
- Not covered with textile materials: 
-Clad with other materials by any 
process 
Not specified 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel in the 
forms mentioned in h~adings 
Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
- \hre: " 
- Not Rpeoified: 
- Other products 
Containero, of iron or steel, for 
compressed or liquefied gas 
- Of a capacity of 300 litres or leas 
-- \·lelded 
Boil ern ( excl udi.ne; boilers of heading 
No A4.01) anrl radiators, far central 
heatine. not electrically heated and parts 
thereof, of iron or s~eel; air heaters 
and hot air dintributors (including those 
~rhich can also distribute cool or condi tionec-
airL not eleotr.~oally heated, incorporating 
a motor-driven f~ or blower, and parts 
thereof, or iron,,or steel: 
Of.welded, rolled or wroueht iron or steel 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and 
sectionliJ, or alwiiniwo; alwninium wire 
<1 
; 
<a 
i 
,. 
' 
Portuguese 
Customs Tariff 
heading No 
03 
02 
03 
-6-
Description 
Clasps, frames with clasps for handbags and 
the like, buckles, buckle-clasps, hooks, 
eyes, eyelets and the like, of base metal, 
of a kind commonly used for clothing, travel 
goods, handbags, or other textile or leather 
goods; tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets, 
of base metal . 
Tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets: 
rl 
Not specified 
Steam and other vapou~·genernting boilers 
(excluding central heating hot. water 
boilers capable also ~f producing low 
pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers: ~ 
- \~eighing more than 20 tons each 
Cabinets and other fu~niture imported with 
their respective refr~gerating units: 
- ~~eie:hing more than 200 kg each 
Mo.chinery, plant and similar laboratory 
equipnent, whethe~ or not electrically 
heated, for the treo.tment of materials by a 
process involving a change of temperature 
such as heating, cooking, roasting, 
distilling, rectifying, sterilising, 
pasteuriaing, steaming, drying, evaporating, 
vapourising, condensing or cooling, not 
bein~ machinery or plant of a kind used for 
domestic purposes; instantaneous or storage 
water heaters, non-electrical: 
01 Instantaneous or storage water heaters, of 
a kind used for domestic purposes 
06 Parts 
,, 
.. 
-7-
Portu(jllcse 
Cuato;:o Tari:ft 
hea.dint; No 
Dcc·:.ription 
8461 
04 
03 
01 
02 
Agricul t.ura.l and horticultural machinery :for 
soil preparation or cultivation (for example, 
plour~s, harrows, cultivators, steel and 
fertiliser distributors); lawn and sports 
ground rollero: 
Combined grape-cruohinr: and ,juice-separating 
machines, and continuous grape-pulp presses 
Machinery for washing clothes 
Band caws with or without carriages, 
circular sat-Js, surface-planing machines, 
planing machines1· spindle moulding-machines, 
wood paring, drilling and splitting machines, 
and slide lathes: 
- Heighing more t'han 2 000 kg but not more 
than 5 000 kg each 
Taps, cooks, vaJveo and similar appliances, 
for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats and 
the like, including pressure reducing valves 
anri thennoa·ta.tically controlled valves: 
Of iron or steel · 
Electrical r,oods of the follO\-Jing 
cleocriptiono: ecnerat.ors, motoro, 
converters (rotary or static)r transformers, 
ro<1tifierG :::nd re.~tifying appu.ratus, 
inductors: 
Heir,hing up to 50 kg each 
~iei(';hing more than 50 kg but not more than 
300 kg each 
05 Me>r.ophase motors: 
\~eighing up to 10 kg each 
06 Hd r.hing more than 10 kg but not more than 
30 kc; each 
12 Generators and co~vertera; motors, not 
specified: 
- \4oir.hing up to 100 Jr..g ea.ch 
• t· 
' l .. 
' I 
I I . 
' . : 
., 
... 
Portuguese 
CustOfils Tari.tt 
heading Bo 
85.03.01 
85.12.01 
02 
03 
85.19.02 
n 
' 
M 
12 
85.20 
01 
02 
-8-
' Description 
. 
Priaa.17 cella and pri.m,aq batteriea 
-Drr 
Water heaters and space heaters 
Smoothing irons and parts therefor 
Stoves, cookers, ranges and similar cooking 
appliances, for domest~c usc 
Electrical apparatus fpr making and breaking 
electrical circuits, for the protection of 
electrical circuits, or for making 
connections to or in electrical circuits 
(for example, Rwitches~ relays, fUses, 
liF,htninr, arresters, stiree su~~ressoro, plucs, 
lruapholders and junction boxes ; resistors 
fixed or variable (inctuding potentiometers~; 
other than heating rea~stors; printed 
circuits; switchboards (other than telephone 
switchboards) and control panels; 
- Non-automatic w~ko and break switches; 
isolating switc.nes ~d rheostats: 
- Wcir,hinr, up to 2 kg each: 
- or unapccified materials 
. 
- Switchboards and control panels 
Electric filament lamps and electric discharge 
lampe (including infr~red and ultra-violet 
lamps) ; arc-lamps; electrically ignited 
photocraphic flashbulb~& 
For lighting purposes a,; 
n 
- Filament lamps " .,
- Not specified ;'! 
C' 
,. 
'1 
n 
"· 
.. 
" 
' 
,., 
'1 
----------------------~--------------------- ------------·------------------·-.~--- ------
Port ueuese 
Custom• 
'l':triff 
herding No 
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Daaoription 
t-------+---------·· -------------
Insulated (inoludin' ~~elled or anodised) 
electric wire, cabl bars, strip and the like 
(including co-~xinl o~ble), whether or not 
fitted with connectors • ••••••••••••• ••••••• 
90.03 
02' 
03 
90.04 
04 
90.16.02 
91.04 
02' 
92.12 
- With met~l armour or sheathing, whether or 
not covered with other materials: 
- Not specified 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for 
spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles 
and the like: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- Of rolled gold or gilt 
- Of unspecified materials 
~pcctar,les 1 pincc-nez·, lo:r,;nettea @r"Jdea and ~~C like, co~rective, prot~CtlVS Or o~ner:•••• 
- Not :;pecified 
Set squares, rules, protractors and French 
ourves 
Other clocks 
- Desk, table or hang~ng clocks, complete, 
woigning more ~:ha.n 500 g; an<l such 
clocka, incomplete,. ,of any weight 
j 
Sound-recording 1.~edia: prepared for 
recording: 
Recorded: 
04 - Not specified 
94.01 
06 
•1 
Chairs and other seats. (other than those 
falling within heading No 94.02), whether or 
not convertible into beds, and parts thereof: 
- or other materials " 
Portuguese 
Customs 
Tariff 
heading No 
94.03 
01 
02 
06 
98.03.02 
98.08.01 
98.10 
04 
98.12 
01 
-10-
Daaoription 
Other furniture and parts thereof& 
Of wood: 
Carved, veneered, waxed, p~lished or varnished, 
turned, with mouldings, painted and covered with 
~ materials other than leather or imitations 
thereof or than fabrics containing silk and 
man-made textile fibres 
Inlaid, lacquered, gilt, with applique work ot 
fine wood, decorated with metal or other 
materials and covered withrleather and imitations 
thereof or with fabrics containing silk and 
man-made textile fibres 
Of other materials 
Ball-point pens and ball-pc4nt pencils, and 
parts and accessories tberetor 
Ribbons: 
f' 
- On spools, read3 for use ; 
r 
Mechanical lighters and similar lighters, 
including chemical and electrical lighters, 
and parts thereof, excluding flints and wioksa 
'• 
,, 
Not specified f' 
Combs, hai:r-slides and the like1 
.Of artificial plastic materials and of ebonite 
r, 
,., 
.. 
---- ·~ ........ - ~-- ------~--
Annex II 
Products reforred to in Article 6 
--------------~-----------------------------------~ Portut_:uese 
Cu:;tom~ Tariff 
heading No 
11 
16 
0) 
: ~ription 
Oxytctracyclin and erythro~cin and 
their salts 
Condencation, polycondP.nsation and 
polyaddition products, whether or not 
modified or polymorised, and whether or 
not linear (for example, phenoplasts, 
aminoplasis, alkyds, polyallyl esters 
and other uncat~rat~d polyesters, 
oiliconea): ~ 
-, 
Artificial plar,tic ~~tcrials, whether 
or not combined with paper, fabrics or 
other materials: 
PlatP.n, shccto ~~d nlrip, rigid, 
weichinr, morf' than 160 eramo per square 
mctr'?, pri n Led or not 
P"latna, sh-:Jot and strip, not specified: 
Wcir~hin~; rr,,.,re than 160 grams per oquare 
metre, unp i"ntcd 
Polyml"rinntion and copolymcriGation 
producLe (for cx:'ample, polyethylene, 
polytctrahaloethylenes, polyioobutylene, 
polystyrene, pol;,rvinJl chloride, 
p?l.r"i.n;;l acetate!, polyvinyl chloroacetate, 
and other polyvinyl derivatives, 
polyacrylic and polymethacrylic derivatives, 
coumarone-irrlene resina): 
Moulding producLs: 
,, 
, Of polyvinyl cl-\l•.)ride 
Artificial plastic materials, whether or not 
combined with p~per, fabrics or other 
materials: 
• 
Portuguese 
Customs Tarifr 
heading .No 
39.02.06 
10 
39.07.02 
40.10.02 
44.14 
02 
)6.02 
02 
De script~ 
Plates, sheets and strip, rigid, 
weighing more than 160 grams per square 
metre, printed or not 
Celluloid 
Plates, ·sheets, strip or tubes 
Other products: 
Plates, sheets and strip, rigid, 
weighing more than 160. grams per square 
metre, printed or not 
Wearing apparel 
Transmission, conveyor or el~vator 
belts or belting, of wlcanised rubber: 
or any other cross-section 
Wood sawn lengthw>:e, duoed or peeled 
but not further pcepared, of a thickness 
not exceeding 5 rr: · ; veneer sheets and 
sheets for plywoo~.,, of • thickness not 
exceeding 5 mm: 
" ' Cotton yarn, put up for· 'retail . sale 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous), not 
carded, combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning: 
I 
Synthetic textile fibres': 
N,. apeoified 
Cc:.• L 1 nuous filament tow 'tor the manufacture 
of man-made fibres (diaobntinuous)a 
Not specified 
Man-made fibres (discontinuuua or waste), 
carded, combed or otherwise prepared tor 
spinning: · 
Synthetic textile tibreac 
Not specified 
I• 
~ 
• 
• 
Portucua•• 
CustOIDS 
Tariff 
heading No 
56.03 
01 
59.08 
01 
02 
68.06 
69.02 
Description 
Waste (includ i ng ya, .. -aste and pulled or 
garnetted raga) of '' 11-made fibres (continuous or 
discontinuous), not carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinning:: 
Of synthetic textile fibres 
Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or 
lamina.ted with preparaUona of cellulose 
derivatives or of ot;her articifia.l plastic material 
- Weighing up to 400 g per oquaro metre 
Weighing more than 400 but not more than 
1 ifOO g per squa~e metre 
Natural or artificinl abrasive powder or grain, 
on a base of woven fab~ic, of paper, of paperboard 
or of other materials, whether or not out to shape 
or sewn or otherwise made up 
Refractory bricka, bl~ks, tiles and similar 
refractory constructional goods, other than goods 
falling within heading., No 69.011 
StatuctteF: and other or.t;laments, and articles of 
personal adornment; articles of furniture1 
Of procelain or china. 1, 
,-. 
. -\ 
• 
Port ·'sue•• 
Cust0\1a 
'i'ariff 
heading lfo 
.,. -· 
Deaoription 
~-------·-------··------70.14 Illuminating glassware, s· 1lli.ng glassl!IB.l'e and 
')ptical elements of glass, n~ optically worked 
,-,o.r of optical glass& 
01 Lamp glasses: 
Not specified 
02 or coloured, matt, engraved, irisated, out . 
marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or 
of moulded glass with hollows or protruding 
parts 
73.25 
0.3 
T 4. \1l 
04 
74.19 
02 
n 
stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited 
bands, slings and the like, of iron or steel 
wire, but excluding insulated electric cables 
other 
~ SpirA.l springs, of round wi~e or rod exceeding 
8 mm in diameter, ~r of square or rectangular 
bar the small9at dimension of which exceeds 8 mm 
stoves (including stoves with subsidiary boilers 
for central heating), 'anges, cookers, grates, 
fires and other space heaters, gas-rings plate 
warmers with burners, wash boilers with grates 
or other heating elements, and similar 
equipment, of a kind used fqf domestic purposes, 
not electrically operated, and parts thereof, of 
iron or steel& 
Not specified: 
~ . Of welded, rolled or wrought iron or steel 
Tubes and pipes and blanks the~efor, ot oopper; 
hollow ~Jars ot oopper: ~; 
,. l' .. Of a. ·~hiokness n~ exoeediBB 1 mm 
~ 
~other: 
Not specified 
.Other articles ot oopper 
Other artioles 
.: 
I~ 
', ,, 
• 
I 
' I 
I. Portuguese Customs T.ar:.:~r heading No 
76.04 
01 
02 
82.01.01 
82.02.01 
02 
82.04.03 
83.02 
01 
02 
03 
-5-
Description 
Aluminium foil ( wheth€ Jr not embossed, out to 
shape, perforated, coa.• .1d., printed, or backed with 
paper or other reinforcing material), of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not exceeding o. 20 mm 
Backed 
Unbacked 
Spades, hoes, forks, ra~es, sorapers, soythes and 
siokles 
Saws (non-mechanical) o{all kinds, and blades 
therefor 
Band-saw blades 
~~era, mortise chisels, stone chisels, heading 
chisels, centre-punches ~d chasing chisels 
Heading chisels 'I 
Locka and padlockt> i,key, combination or 
electrically operated), and parts thereof', of base 
metal; frames inc ~poratin~ locks, for handbags, 
trunks or the like, and parts of such (rames, of 
base metal; keys for any of the foregoing 
articles, of base metal 
Base metal fitt:i.ngs and mountings of a kind 
suitable for furniture, .doors, staircases, 
windows, blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, 
caskets and the like (inoludin5 automatio door 
closers); base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets 
and the like 
Of iron or steel 
·:1: ··c.ppez• or copper s.: 11 oya 
Of .:~her metal 
• 
• 
Portu,guese I Cuotoma 
'l'~riff 
heading Bo 
Description 
83.13 
83.15 
84.00.02 
04 
84.15 
04 
84.20 
01 
02 
84.22.rt{ 
----------------------stoppers, crown corks, bottl: -...ps, capsules, bung 
oovora, seals and plombs, oac.: corner protectors and 
other packing accessories, of base metal 
Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar 
products, of base metal or of metal carbides, coated 
or cored with flux material, of a kind used tor 
soldering, brazing, welding or deposition ot metal or 
of metal carbides; wire and rQds, of agglomerated 
base metal powder, used tor metal spr~ng 
Internal combustion piston engi·nes& 
- Not specified 
- or 25 kw or less a 
We~ and dr,y cylinder liners, ~dgeon pins, pistons 
an4 piston rings c, 
'I Cabinets and other furniture imported with their 
respective refrigerating unitsa 
' No~ specified 
I 
Ba~anoes, including scales: 
r Aut.omatio and semi-automatic: f-
Weighing up to 1 00 kg each 
f,. 
Weishing more than 100 kg and 'up to 250 kg each 
Ora.nes, derricks and locomotive or wagon traversers; 
travelling cranes and travelling ga.ntey cranes 
i, 
a 
. Except remomle outboard motors tor boats. 
i, 
i, 
.. 
'' .. 
• 
• 
, 
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PortuQtese 
Custor.w Tariff 
heading No 
01 
02 
01 
02 
06 
8tl.51.01 
84.59 
01 
0~ 
Otj 
))c!"" ~ption 
Slido-lathes, shaping machines, planing 
machineo, drilling and boring machines, 
saw-sharpening machines, reciprocating 
saws, circular saws, and band saws, 
whether or not fitted with a carriage: 
Weighing up to 1 000 kg each 
\leiching more than 1 000 but not more 
than 2 000 kg ea~h 
Band saws with or without carriages, 
circular saws, surface-planing machines, 
planing machincrrr spindle moulding--
machines, wood paring, drilline and 
spli tt..ing machines, and slide lathes: 
Weir;hinr, up to 1r,OOO kg each 
Hoighing me; ·) than 1 000 kg but not more 
than 2 000 kg e~ch 
:r.'k'"l..chine-to1uo no~ opecified 
TypP.writers 
~'"~..chines and mechanical appliances, having 
individual functions, not falling within 
any other heading of this Chapters 
Hydraulic prcasos: 
Weighing up to 2:000 kg each 
Moulds: 
For mechanical procPsoea 
i' 
Taps, cocks, valv~s and similar appliances, 
for pipes, boiler ohclla, tanks, vats and 
the like, includine pressure reducinz 
valvnG and thcrmontatically controlled 
vn]v<'G: 
Of ~oppor or aluminium 
Hcir~hing up to 2 kg each 
vlP.ir,hi ng more th~n 2 kg each 
Not npecified 
.. 
' .. ; 
' 
Portuguese 
Customs Tariff 
heading No 
84.62 
02 
03 
04 
01 
90.16.01 
90.24.02 
90.28.02 
-~) ... 
Description 
Bearings: 
With a single row of balls, from which 
the ballo cannot be removed manually 
or in which the row oC ballo is not 
separable or in which the faces of the 
rings are aligned in the same planea 
Of an external diameter exceeding 
36 mm but not exceeding 50 mm 
Of an external diameter exceeding 
50 mrn but not exceeding 72 mm 
Private telephone exchanges, with up to 
50 internal lines 
Not specified 
., 
Photographic cameras; 'photographic 
flashlight apparatus ., 
Weighing up to 20 kg e~~h 
.. , 
Drawing sets, extension. pi.eces for 
compasses,.compasses, drawing pens and 
similar instruments 
Pressure gauges 
Ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters 
:, 
I· 
... -~ ~··- _ ........ -- - -- ..... 
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'! Portuguese 
Customs Tariff I 
heading No 
Description 
~------------+-------------------------------~ 
94.03 
97.02 
97.03 
05 
05 
02 
05 
03 
Chairs and oth(>r scats (other than 
·~hoB(' fa.lli ng wi t.hin heading No 94.02), 
wile thor or not conver·t.i ble into beds, 
a.nd parts thereof: 
Of iron or steel 
Other furniture and parts thereofa 
Of iron or steel 
Dolls 
Other toys; workin~ models of a kind 
used for recreational purposes 
Not Gpccificd 
DuttonR and button moulds, studs, 
cuff-links, and presa-fastenera, 
includinl! snap-fasteners a.nd press-studs; 
blanks and partn of such articles: 
i Other: 
I 
Not Rpecified 
Mechanical lighters and similar lighters 
~ inoluding ohemioa.l and electrical 
lighters, and parts thereof, excluding 
flints a.nd wioka& 
Gilt or silvered, or of rolled precious 
metals 
• 
• 
'' 
" i 
Financial Protocol 
between the European Economic Community 
and the Portuguese Republic 
, . 
... 
:Bruaaala, 10 June 1976 
. ' 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF DENNARK, 
THE PRESIDENI' OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
THE PRESIDENT OF IRELAND, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF LUXEMBOURG, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE }4'El'HERLANDS, 
I/183/76-E 
HER MAJESTY THE QUtEN OF THE UNITED KI1rcDOM OF GREAT :BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, . 
and 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE PRESID'E.'NT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC, 
of the other part, 
ANXIOUS to pursue the action initiated by the Community to make emergency 
exceptional aid available to Portugal, with a view to promoting the 
accelerated development of the Port¥gueae eoonomy in the context of 
cooperation between the European Ec.onomio Community a.nd Portugal, 
,, 
HAVE DESIGNATED as their Plenipotentiariess 
HIS MAJES'I'Y THE KINO OF THE BBLGIANSa 
I 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF DENMARK& 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF OERMANra 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLICa 
THE PRESIDENI' OF IRELAND& 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUDLIC s 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF LumtOOURQa 
"\ 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS: 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN Al1D NORTHERN IRELAND& 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLICs 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWSs 
" ., 
.,. 
.. 
I/183/76-il 
Article 1 
The Community shall participate, within the framework of financial 
cooperation, in the financing of projects designed to contribute to the 
economic and social dovelopment of Portugal • 
· Article 2 
1. For the purposos specified in Article 1 and for a p~riod of five years 
from the entr,y into force of this Protocol or from 1 Januar,y 1978, 
whichever is the later, an amount of up to 200 million European units of 
account (EUA) may be oornmi tted in the form of loans from the European 
Investment Ba.nk, hereinafter called the "Bank", accorded from ita own 
resources on the terms sst out in it~ Statute. 
2. Of the loans referred to in paragraph 1, a maximWD amount of 
150 million EUA shall attract inter•st rate subsidies of 3~ per annum, 
it being understood that the cost to :the Community of financing auoh 
subsidies must not exceed 30 million EUA. 
3. The following shall be eligible (or finanoings capital projeotG helping to 
increase productivity and to diversi(y the Portuguese econo~, and 
promoting in particular the industrialization of the country and the 
modernization of its agriculture, th~t have been submitted to the Bank 
b,y the Portuguese State or, with the .latter's agreement, by public or 
private undertakings having their se~t or a place of business in Portupl. 
4.(a) Examination of the eligibility, of the projects and the granting. of 
i I 
l.?ans shall be undertaken in ~poordanoe with the detli,iled rules, 
o~nditions and procedures laid down b,y the Bank's Statute. 
(b) The oondi tiona governing repayment of each loan.:sha.ll be established 
on the basis of the economic and financial o~aoteria,ioa of the 
project to be financed. 
" :I 
1. 
• 5· Loans will carry the same rate of interest as that applied qy the 
Bank on the dey of signature of the loan agreement. However, loans for 
the sectors defined below shall have priority claim to the interest rate 
subsidy of 3% per annum referred to in paragraph 21 
loans to Portuguese development agencies for financing small and 
medium-sized businesa9s; 
economic infrastructure, including energy; 
agricultural development and the processing of agricultural and fishery 
products. 
This definition of sectors ma.y be amended lq agreement between the CollliDunity 
and Portugal. 
Article 3 
,, 
1. The funds to be committed each year shall be distributed as evenly as 
possible throughout the period of application of this Protocol. 
2. Any funds not committed b,y the end of lPe period of five years referred 
to in Article 2(1) may be used, until exha~ted, in aooordanoe with the same 
arrangements as provided for in this Protoobl. 
, 
-l r. 
I, 
r, 
,, 
~; 
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.. 
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• 
I/163/76-E 
• 
Article 4 
Aid contributed by the Bank for the execution of projects ~' with the 
agreement of Portugal, take the form of oofinanoing. 
J\.rtiole 5 
The exe~~tion, managemen~ and maintenance of works that are the aubjeot of 
financing under this Protocol shall be the responsibilit7 of Portugal or 
the other recipients referred to in Article 2. 
The Bank shall make sure that its financial aid is expended in accordance 
with the agreed allocations and to the best economic advantage. 
Article 6 
1. Portugal shall apply .to contracts awarded for the execution of projects 
financed b,y the Bank fiscal and customs arrangements at least as favourable 
as those applied in respect of other international organizations. 
,, 
2. Portugal shall take the necessary· measures to ensure tha.t interest and 
all other ~ents due to the Ba.nk in respect of loans granted under this 
Protocol are exempted from &.l"'\1 national or local taxes or levies. 
Article· 7 
Where a loan is acoorded to a benefio'iar;y other than the Portuguese State, 
the provision of a guarantee b,y the latter mq ,'be required b7 the l3a.nk aa ./ 
n 
a condition of the grant of the loan•· I 
. ' 
:1 
... 
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• 
Article 8 
~hroughout the duration of the loans accorded pursuant to this Protocol, 
Portugal shall undertake to make available to debtors enjoying such loans 
and guarantors of the loans the foreign currency necessary for the 
payment of interest and c0mmisaion and the rep~ent of capital. 
,Ar,ticle 9 
The results of financial cooperation may be examined within the Joint 
Commi~tee referred.to in Arti~le 32 of the Agre&~ent between the European 
Eoonomio Community and the Poz·tuguose Republic. 
Article 10 
.. 
Tnia Protoool forma an integral par-~ of the Agreement between the 
European Eoonomio Community and the Portuguese Republic. 
Artic1e 11 " 
1. This Protocol shall be ratified, accepted, or approved qy the 
Signatory States and the European Economic Community in accordance with their 
respective procedures. The relevant acts.shall be exchanged at Brussels. 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first d~ of the second month 
following the date on which the acts referred to in paragraph 1 are exchanged. 
Article 12 
This Protocol :ia drawn up in two copies in~ the Daniah, D\ltoh, English, French, 
German, Italian and Portuguese languagea, eaoh of these texta being equa.ll3' 
authentic. 
r 
• 
• 
·-
~' 
FINAL ACT 
The plenipotentiaries of 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
and of THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES , 
of the one part, 
and of THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC, 
of the other part, 
meeting at Brussels on for the signature& 
- of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Portuguese Republic and its Annexes, 
- and of the Financial Protocol, 
have, on signing the Protocols, 
- adopted the Joint Declaration on the concept of "Contracting Parties", 
- taken note of the Declarations lis~ed belowa 
1. Declaration by the European Eoo~omio Community on Article 2 of the 
.. 
Financial Protocol, '' 
· 2. Declarations by the Representative of the Government of the Federal Republic 
'1 
of GermanT on the application ot the Additional Protocol and the Financial 
Protocol to Berlin anci on the definition of the expression "German liational", 
- and taken note of the Exchanges of~ ,Letters, as regarcie the Additional 
Protocol a 
'· 
- relating to Article 3, 
- relating to Article 6, 
relating to Portuguese labour employed in the Community, 
relating to industrial and technological cooperation. 
The above Declarations and Exchanges of Letters are annexed to this Final Act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that these Declarations and Exchanges of 
Letters shall be subjected, in the same manner as the Agreement, to anT 
procedures that may be neoeasar,r to ensure their validity. 
., 
'j 
~ 
. 
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I/185/76-E 
Doclnrntion by the E\rro12ean Economic Community on 
Article 2 of th~ Financial Protocol 
1. The Eur~pean unit of account used to express the amounts specified in 
Article 2 of the Financial Protocol is defined as the sWI'I of the following 
amounts in the currencies of the Member States of the Community: 
German mark 0.828 
Pound sterling o.o885 
French franc 1.15 
Italian lira 109 
Dutch guilder 0.286 
ncl6ian franc 3.66 
·Luxembourg franc 0.14 
Danish krone 0.217 
Irish pound o.oo750 
2. The value of the European unit of account in any civen currency is 
equal to the sum of the equivalent in that currency of the amounts 
of curxency referred to in paragraph 1. It is calculated by the 
Commission using daily market exohange rates. 
The daily values of the unit of account in the various national 
currencies are published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities • 
'• •, 
" 
I/185/76-E 
JOINT DECLARATION ON THE CONCEPT OF "CONTRACTING PARTIES" 
The Contracting Parties agree to interpret the Additional Protocol and 
the Financial Protocol to the effect that the expression "Contracting 
Parties" which appears in the Protocols means on the one hand the 
Community and the Member States, or either the CommWlHy or _the Member 
States alonet and on the other hand the Portuguese Republic. The 
meaning to be attributed to this expression in each case is to be 
deduced from the corresponding provisions of the Treaty establishing 
the European Economic Community. 
·-------------- , _____ ---------------- ---·--·-
______ , ..... ....,., 
• 
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DECLAR.A'l'lO:NS 
• 
.. 
.. . 
• 
'; 
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Declaration by tho Rcprenentative or the Government 
or the Federal Republic of Germany on the 
application or the Additional Protocol and 
the Financial Protocol to Berlin 
The Additional Protocol And the Financial Protocol shall 
. . 
equally apply tn Land Berlin unless, within a period of 
three months from the entry into force of the said Protocols, 
. 
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany baa 
made a declaration to the oontrar,y to the other Contracting 
Party. 
... 
--
I/185/76-E 
Declaration by the Representative of the Government 
of the Federal Republic of Germany on the 
definition of the expression "German National" 
All Germans within the meaning of the Basic Law for the 
Federal Republic of' Germany are to be considered nat1onala 
of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
.. 
• 
.. 
EXCHANGES OF LI!.?t'ERS 
• 
.· 
EXCHANGE OF LETI'ERS RELATING TO ARTICLE j 
Sir, 
During the negotiations which have res,tlted in the conclusion of an 
Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Portur,uese Republic, ~he volumes of the ceilings for 
textile products and clothing for 1976 were fixed at the levels set out 
in Article ). In addition, Port~al will take the necessar.y measures 
so that its exports of the following produc.·ss to the United Kingdom in 
1976 do not exceed the following levels: 
55·05 5 450 t 
56.07 3 164 t 
60.05 1 221 t 
61.01 2 500 t 
' 
61.02 62') t 
61.03 900 t ., 
... 
61.0tl 212 t 
62.02 8 500 t 
I should be gratefUl if you would indicate the agreement of your 
Government to the foregoing. 
Head of the Communi t1 Delegation 
• 
.· 
·• 
.. 
• 
.. 
-. ··-· -- ···- -------- -·- " . -·· -··· ·-· . --- . -----· -······------
Sir, 
In your letter of tod~'s date you inform me as follows: 
"During the negotiations which have resulted in the conclusion of an 
Additional Protocol to the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Portuguese Republic, the volumes of the ceilings tor 
textile products and clothing for 1976 were fixed at the levels set out 
in Article 3· In addition, Portucal will take the neceesar,r measures 
so that its exports of the following products to the United Kingdom in 
.. ' 
1976 do not exceed the following levels: 
55.05 5 450 t 
56.07 ~ 16tt t 
60.05 1 221 t 
61.01 2 500 t 
61.02 625 t 
61.03 900 t 
61.04 212 t 
62.02 a 500 t 
I should be gratefUl it you would indicate the agreement ot your 
Ooverment to the foregoing." 
I have the honour to iDd.ioate the acreement of lll7 Government to the 
foregoing • 
Head ot the Portucue•e Dele,ation 
•'. 
Exchanco of letters relating to Article 6 
Oir, 
The provisions of Article 6 or the Protocol will not be applicable 
until tho first day of the month following the date on whi~h Portucal 
h4s notified the Community of the completion of the procedureB neoeas&r,y 
to ensure that the Community, as a result of the application of the 
provisions in question, is not treated leas favourabl7 than third 
countries. 
Portur,al will notify the Community of the bas{o duty rate for eBCh of 
the products referred to in the said Article and the date from which the 
new dutien will bo applicable. In addition, Portugal will convert specific 
duties into ad valorem duties. 
I should be gratefUl it ,ou would indicate the agreement ot your Government 
to the foregoing. 
Head of the Oommuni tr DelepUon · 
f r 
I 
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~ 
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Sir, 
In your letter or tod~'s date you intorm me as rollowa& 
"The provisions or Article 6 ot the Protocol will not be applicable 
until the first d~ or the month following the date on which Portugal 
ha~ notified the Community or the completion or the procedures necessar,r 
' ' 
to ensure that the ·Community, as a result or the application or the 
proviaions in question, is not treated leas favourably than third countries. 
P~ugal will notify the Community of the basic duty rate tor each or the 
products referred to in the said Article and the dato trom which the new 
dutifta will be applicable. In addition, Portugal will convert spaoitio 
duties into ad va1orem duties. 
I should be sratetul it you would indicate the agreement ot TOUr 
O~verment to the foregoing." · 
I have the honour to indicate the ape•ent ot liT Oovemnent to the 
toregotnc. 
Hea4 ot the Poriupeae Delep.tion 
i' 
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'!/185/76-E 
EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
RELATING TO PORTUGUESE LAOOlffi EMPLOYED IN THE COMMUNITY 
Sir, J 
I have the honour to inform you, on behalf of the Member States of the 
Community, that the latter are ready to hold exchanges of views, in the 
context of talks to be arranged for that purpose, on Portuguese labour 
employed in the Community. 
The purpose of these exchanges of views would be to examine the 
possibilities of making progress towards the attainment of equality of 
treatment for Community and Portuguese workers and the members of their 
families in respect of living 'and working conditions, having regard to 
the Community provisions in force. 
Such exchanges of views, which would not be concerned with matters covered 
qy the Protocol, would deal in particular with social and cultural questions. 
Head of the Community Delegation 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
I/185/76-1 
Sir, 
In your letter of tod~'s date you inform me as followss 
"I have the honour to inform you, on behalf of the Member States of the 
Community, that the lo.ttor are ready to hold exchanges of vie\'ts, in the 
context of talks to be arranged for that purpose, on Portuguese labour 
employed in the Community. 
The purpose of th·ese exchanges of views would be to examine tho 
possibilities of makin~ progress towards the attainment of oquo.lity of 
treatment for Community and Portuguese workers and the members of their 
families in reopect of living and working conditions, having regard to 
the Cammunitr provisions in force. 
Such exchanges of views, which would not be concerned with mattora covered 
b7 the Protocol, would deal in pa.Mioular with social and cultural quoationa." 
Head of the Portuguese Delegation 
'• 
.. · 
Sir, 
EXCHANGF. OF I.ft:'I'TERS RELATING 'I'O DffiUSTRIAL 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 
During the negotiations which have resulted in the conclusion of an 
Additional Protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Portuguese Republic, it was agreed to make provision in Title III of 
that Protocol for industrial, technological and financial cooperation. 
Industrial and technological cooperation is concerned, in particular, 
with the mutual exchange of economic" and financial information, the 
development of infrar,tructuree, the marketing of export products, 
cooperation between industries in the Community and Portugal and access 
for Portugal to technological know-how adapted to its specific needs. 
This list is indicative and in no sense excludes ~ther fields of application 
which might be defined subsequently, since the Parties to the Agreement do 
not wish to prejudice the possibility of further development. 
The Contractjnr, Parties have agreed to facilitate the propor performance 
of cooperation and investment contracts which are of interest to both 
Parties and come within the framework of the Protocol. 
It was also pointerl out d\lring the negotiations that the promotion of the 
various forms of cooperation depends in the first inatance on the participation or· 
business firmFI on 'hath eides, and such participation will be correspondingly more 
active where investments- which it has been agreed to encourage - are well 
received and afforded satiafaotory protection. 
A working party of the Joint Committee will be responaible for enauring that 
the provioiono of the Protocol ns regarde industrial and toohnologioal 
cooperation and of this exchange of letter• are implemented. 
I should be grateful it you would indicate the agreement of your Government 
to the foregoing. 
Head ot the Community Delegation 
• 
I 
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Sir, 
In your letter of tod~'s date you inform me as follows: 
"During the negotiations which have resulted in the conclusion of an 
Additional Protocol between the European Economic Community and the 
Portuguese Republic, it was agreed to make provision of Title III of 
that Protocol for industrial, technological and financial cooperation. 
Industrial and technological cooperation is concerned, in particular, 
with the mutual exchange of economic and financial information, the 
development of infrastructures, the marketing of export products, 
cooperation between induotrics in the Community and Portugal and access 
for Portugal 'to technological lmow-how adapted to its specific needs. 
This list is indicative and in no sense excludes other field of application 
~· 
which might be defined subsequently, since the Parties to the Agreement do 
not wish to prejudice the possibility of further development. 
The Contracting Parties have agreed to facilitat~ the proper performance 
of cooperation and investment contracts which are of interest to both 
Parties and come within the framework of the Protocol. 
It was also pointed out during the negotiations that the promotion of the 
various forme of cooperation depends in the first instance on the partioipationot 
bwdnena flrme on both sides, and such participation will be corresponding]¥ more 
active where investments - which it has been agreed to encourage - are well 
.received and afforded satisfactor,y protection. 
A working party of the Joint Committee will be responsible for ensuring that 
the provisions of the Protocol as regards industrial and technological 
.cooperation and of this exchange of letters are implemented. 
I should be grateful it you would indicate the agreement of your Government to 
the foregoing." 
I have the honour to indicate the ag.reement or 1Q' Government to the foregoing. 
Bead or the Portu,ueae Delegation 
4 -~-----!---
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